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MACS - Maximo Mobility Solution Specialists
In the digitally connected age, with an emerging tech savvy workforce,
mobile devices are an expectation, not an exception. By mid-2016,
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almost two-thirds of UK adults had access to a tablet and four out of five
adults now have one.
Among 18-44 year olds, adoption is higher still at 91 per cent –
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IBM GOLD PARTNER
Mobile Specialists
Anywhere Experts
Exclusive UK&I partners for
Mobile Informer
Delivering Exceptional
Service since 1986
Knowledge stretching from
MAXIMO Release 3.0 to
the latest 7.6
Multi Lingual pan
European practice
Proven track record of
Multi-Country Maximo
Implementations
Expertise in multiple
sectors across many
disciplines
Total coverage of service
offerings for IBM MAXIMO
and supporting products

equivalent to 21 million people. For the majority of smartphone owners,
it has become their ever-present companion. It is useful and entertaining.
It is functional and ostentatious. It enables creativity and consumption. It fosters productivity – and offers
distraction.(Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey 2016: UK Cut)
Businesses need to determine how to use these devices and be aware that innovation continues at a
relentlessly pace, requiring a strategy to address adoption of new form and function at regular intervals.
Mobile is at the forefront of agile working and businesses benefit from increased productivity, lower rates
of absenteeism, lower employee turnover and a more engaged and informed workforce. Business benefits
can only be realised, however, if employees have clear parameters and processes, within which to operate.
MACS have evaluated the mobile solutions available to the Maximo product set and have concentrated
on two solutions, the standard offering from IBM® Maximo Anywhere and the solution from Interloc®
Mobile Informer which provides a more tailored solution to business.

“The use of IBM Maximo Anywhere resulted for NHS Highlands in 10% maintenance productivity
increase and 2 hours per person per week saved“

IBM® Maximo Anywhere
IBM® Maximo Anywhere mobile apps run on the Android, iOS, and Microsoft Windows operating

systems. The apps are based on a hybrid application model that combines the benefits of web and native
app capabilities. Each app supports role-specific tasks in the work management process.
IBM Maximo Anywhere Work Execution app provides access to the work order data that is most relevant
to the person completing the tasks.
✦ IBM Maximo Anywhere Asset Audit app provides audited asset tracking and editing.
✦ IBM Maximo Anywhere Asset Data Manager app provides asset tracking and record storage.
✦ IBM Maximo Anywhere Inspection app provides a list of assets and locations that need to be inspected.
✦ IBM Maximo Anywhere Work Approval app provides access to work orders that require approval before
work can begin.
✦ IBM Maximo Anywhere Issues and Returns app provides control to the movement and consumption of
inventory items and tools.
✦ IBM Maximo Anywhere Physical Count app provides access to storeroom inventory items to perform
physical count.
✦ IBM Maximo Anywhere Transfers and Receiving app provides a service for inventory maintenance and
tracking.
✦ IBM Maximo Anywhere Service Request app provides a platform for entering service requests.
✦ Maximo Anywhere focuses on simplified role based use of Maximo & offline working.
✦

Mobile Informer

Mobile Informer is designed for quick adoption on smart devices. It mobilises any area of Maximo or
Maximo Industry Solution, supporting and enhancing any online or offline business process . No
middleware, native to Maximo, fast performance and no data limitations . Mobile Informer apps run on the
Android, iOS, and Microsoft Windows operating systems and ensures security through end to end
encryption.
✦ Interloc® Mobile Informer has four standard solutions and one purpose built umbrella offering which
provides the solution to any Maximo mobile business requirement.
✦ InformerPB apps are purpose-built apps and can mobilize any Maximo configuration, Maximo
industry solution, Maximo add-on, or any of your business requirements quickly and cost effectively.
✦ InformerWM app provides access to the work order data that is most relevant to the person completing
the tasks.
✦ InformerIM app that provides full Maximo inventory functionality .
✦ InformerBC app provides access to storeroom inventory items to perform physical count.
✦ Informer311 app provides a platform for entering service requests.
Mobile Informer Platform has been validated as using IBM Best Practices and has earned the badge of
Ready for Cloud & Smarter Infrastructure. It is one of the only mobile platforms for Maximo that has
earned this distinction.Project management, Design, Installation and Configuration services
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Contact us if you like to have further information:
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020 8432 7432
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